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Los Angeles, CA 90036 
To the Editor: 

As Beverly Hills Planning Commissioners finalize a zoning overlay for our city’s western 
gateway (“Beverly Hills Looks to Turn a Corner,” LABJ March 5-11), we have to pay attention 
to how such regulations are crafted because they will have a permanent impact on mobility 
options for Santa Monica Boulevard going forward.  

While your article identifies a 40-foot setback, for example, note that this generous margin 
applies only to the Starbucks site at the intersection. As currently proposed, minimum boulevard 
setbacks are only 10 feet – narrow enough to likely preclude future ‘active transportation’ uses 
for this former Pacific Electric streetcar corridor. We’re not talking about utopian planning here: 
it’s critical that we ensure pedestrian connectivity and bicycle access (as mandated by our 
General Plan) for this high-density gateway area. The proposed overlay zone, however, would 
give away too much to applicants while removing from planners the flexibility necessary to 
evolve our auto-era circulation system into a multimodal mobility future. 

Moreover, narrow south-side boulevard setbacks would stretch across Wilshire to foreclose 
any possibility of a larger greenbelt to connect Century City to West Hollywood. Policymakers 
have discussed it as a parallel to Beverly Gardens on the north side, and alternative transportation 
advocates like it too. We believe that active transportation opportunities depend on it.  

Better Bike has closely followed the zoning overlay discussion as an advocate for safe 
streets for cyclists. But it’s more than that where this gateway is concerned. We want to see our 
city take a bold step into the future, and as other cities already acknowledge, new modes of 
moving people will be key. 

We’ve seen that future take shape already in Bay Area cities and in the Pacific Northwest. 
We’re seeing it take shape today in Santa Monica, and tomorrow we will likely see West 
Hollywood and Culver City embrace these principles too. But without bold action, Beverly Hills 
will remain shackled to an anachronistic concept of auto travel that produces only greater 
congestion, frustration, and carbon emissions – negative impacts and competitive disadvantages 
that we can scarcely afford. 

Sincerely, 

 


